
 

 

 

NOTE: (What is depicted in these pictures is best practice for installation for the strongest construction of this cabinet) 

Main Cabinet Assembly 

Step #1:  Add Glue to part (Large rectangle piece with a small rectangular hole at the bottom for power) shown in pictures 

below and be sure to spread the glue out evenly within the grooves.                                                                 

                         

Step #2: Add second part shown (Player 1 side with small hole off to the right of the 4” Speaker hole) and be sure that they 

are square to each other. You can use just glue or you can use a nail gun on the cleat for added strength. 

        

Correct Result, (Both pieces Flush with bottom edge:  

    

 



 

 

Step #3: Installation of 2 Player side panel (Player 2 side with only 4” Speaker hole) 

          

Step #4: Installation of front main panel with ventilation holes (this may have a large rectangular hole in the center of the 

part for a coin door if you ordered a coin door with your kit) Dry fit this part to make sure you have a good fit before adding 

glue. After parts are set, place weights or use nail gun and cleats. Then leave for 2 – 4 hours to let glue dry. Make sure that 

the cabinet is square before leaving it to dry.  

       

Step #5: Install all remaining cleats with glue and or nails as in previous steps. 

        

 

 

 

 



 

Step #6: Add the MDF Base to cabinet body as shown below. (This is the only part in your kit that is made of raw MDF). 

Please dry fit this part to be sure that your cabinet is square before using the wood glue.  It is not necessary to even out the 

glue for this step as you will want the glue to help you fit the MDF base into its place by acting as a lubricant. 

Tap the MDF at the corners in a clockwise fashion until the wood has hit the bottom of the opening. If possible, use a nailer 

at each corner trying to nail into the bottom of the cleats in the corners.  

(ADVANCED SKILL LEVEL, not necessary but best practice)  

Use a nailer to add nails along the edge every 6 – 8 inches. BE VERY CAREFUL to angle the nailer towards the inside of the 

cabinet so that you do not blow a hole out on the outside of the cabinet! 

     

       

Step #7: Install Main Cabinet Riser Kick. (Dry fit into place before adding glue) Follow details shown in pictures. 

       

  

 

 



 

Step #8: Install cabinet adjustable feet. Assemble feet before installation of nylon insert. 

    

Step #9: Use clamps if you have them or you can lay the cabinet on its side and put weights on top. Make sure the cabinet is 

square before leaving it to dry for 2 – 4 hours. 

    

Table Top Assembly 

Step #10: Cabinet top riser mounts. (You will need the tools shown in this picture if the mounts do not already have 

countersunk pilot holes in them. Please drill these holes as shown before installation. 

       

IMPOTANT: Dry fit these before moving to the next step.  

 

 



 

Use the ply layers in the blocks as a measuring guide: when correctly installed, you should have 1 ply hanging off of the 

notch provided over the channel adjacent. This will be facing towards the outside of the piece. 

Add glue and level it off as shown below. If you have a nailer make sure to nail these pieces in before you screw them down. 

After they set into place screw them down with the 8 gold screws provided. 

       

 

Step #11: Console Assembly  

(This is the hardest part of the assembly so please follow these steps with a dry fit test before adding any glue) 

Make sure you have all the parts shown in the pictures provided. Follow the steps exactly and only assemble one console at 

a time and glue to all connecting parts as shown. 

     

Add cleats to both console sides. 

    

 

 

 



 

When facing you, add the left console side to the back part of the console. 

       

Add control panel with the T-Slot facing towards you as shown. (Be sure that the joystick hole is on the left) 

     

Install at an angle as shown and press the part up so that it rests flush with the underside of the control panel. Also be sure 

that the admin (front) and control panel are flush with eachother on your right side. 

    

This is the hardest fit, take your time and be patient with this piece.  

When installing the right console side take your time and fit it slowly. It may seem that it will not fit at first but it is designed 

to be a pressure fit for strenght so do not cut any material away. 

    

 

 

 

 



 

(ADVANCED SKILL LEVEL, not necessary but best practice) 

If you are not confident in with this, please skip to the next step.  

Use a nailer to tack the console sides to the back console panel. Do not nail into your table underneith. Flip the whole 

console upright with the back facing you hanging off the edge of your work area. Add a couple nails from the back into the 

side control panels and the control panel top. 

       

Use clamps to hold your control panels together for 2 – 4 hours 

 

Step #12: Install control panel cover 

You will need drill and a small drill bit to use for your pilot hole. Do not use a countersink bit for this step. Place the cover 

into its spot as shown, this is and will stay a dry fit so do not add glue to this panel It is designed to be removable for access 

to your controls. 

Drill a hole on each side as shown and secure with the screws and decorative washers provided. 

       

       

 

 



 

Step #13: T-Moulding 

Add T-Mould to you consoles before installing them on the main body of your cabinet. As shown below, use a ¾” block as a 

guide to start the T-Mould at least ¾” away from the back panel of the console. This will alow a proper fit to the main 

cabinet later. If this step is missed your console will not sit flush in the main cabinet body. 

You will need a rubber mallet and an exacto knife. 

        

      

 

Step #14: T-Mould the main Cabinet 

 

 



 

Step #15: Control Panel Installation. 

Dry fit your control panels to ensure that yout T-Mould is not in the way of the control panel sitting flush with your cabinet. 

Add wood glue to the outside edges of the back panel on the consoles. Insert the consoles in placeas shown, you may have 

to use a rubber mallet to get the console to drop flush with the main cabinet body. 

    

Use the 20 black screws provided. Attach the consoles to the main body from the inside of the cabinet as shown. 

(A quick tip is to use an impact and install the screws at an angle as shown for the best grab from the screw) 

Install the screws on one side, then the other and continue back and forth untill the sides are done. Then add the bottom 2 

screws last. This will ensure that the console stays flush with the main cabinet body. 

    

Step #16: Add Monitor Bracket Mounts. 

These 2 parts will just be pressure fit into place, no glue or nails needed. 

    

 

 

 

 

 



 

Step #17: Fit the Console Top 

Dry fit the top on to the cabinet and center it the best you can. 

    

Use a drill bit a size larger that the furniture bolts provided and drill through the pilot holes provided in the sides of the 

cabinet. Be sure to go all the way through the top panel mounts that are now inside. 

    

Step #18: Add The Hex Drive Nuts 

Remove the top panel from the main cabinet body. 

You will have to use an Allen bit to drive the Hex Nuts into the hole just drilled in the top panel mounts. Be sure to Install this 

nut on the outside shown and not from the back of the mount.  

       

Now your Cocktail cabinet is complete and read for wiring!  

Please refer to our other instructions on hardware and monitor installation on our website at: 

www.retroactivearcade.ca 

Retro Active Arcade Ltd. 9608 – 45 Ave NW. Edmonton, Alberta. T6E 5Y9 (780) 667 - 4263 

http://www.retroactivearcade.ca/

